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Abstract  

Knowledge based programs have been proposed as an abstract formalism for the 
design of multi-agent protocols, based on the idea that an agent's actions are a function 
of its state of knowledge. The key questions in this approach concern the relationship 
between knowledge based programs and their concrete implementations. We present 
a variant of the framework of Fagin et al. that facilitates the study of a certain sort 
of optimization of these implementations. Within this framework, we investigate the 
inherent complexity of the implementations of atemporal knowledge based programs 
under the assumptions that the environment is finite state, and that agents operate 
synchronously and with perfect recall. We provide a simple example showing that one 
cannot expect to always obtain finite state implementations under this assumption. In 
fact, we show there exist environments in which knowledge based programs may gen- 
erate behaviour of PSPACE-complete complexity. This is the most complex behaviour 
possible given our assumptions. 

1 In troduct ion  

In the analysis of distributed systems, it has been found useful to view processors as hav- 
ing states of knowledge [HM90, CM86, DM90, Had87, Hal87, HZ92, Maz86]. A common 
element of these analyses is the identification of states of knowledge that are necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the performance of certain actions. This has lead to the idea of 
knowledge based programs [FHMV95b, FHMV95a], in which formulae expressing states of 
knowledge are used as preconditions for the actions. Concrete protocols may be derived 
from these abstract descriptions by translating the knowledge preconditions into standard 
computations based on the processor's state. Often, these concrete protocols are able to 
exploit avenues for optimization that may not have been readily apparent had the protocol 
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been designed without the use of the knowledge abstraction. Additionally, the knowledge 
level protocol description is independent of specific assumptions concerning behaviour and 
structure of the communication substrate on which the protocol is to run, and this makes it 
possible to capture common intuitions underlying what are at face value different protocols. 

A central question in this area is how the relationship between between knowledge level 
programs and their implementations may be realized in practice: in a given environment 
how does one compile a knowledge based program into a standard implementation? As part  
of an effort to understand this problem we address it in the present paper from the point of 
view of complexity: we ask what is the inherent complexity of the computations performed 
by an implementation of a knowledge based program. 

We work with a specific set of assumptions regarding knowledge based programs and 
their semantic interpretation. First, we deal with atemporal programs, in which the tests for 
knowledge concern only the current state. Second, we assume that  theenvironment  is finite 
state. Finally, we assume that  processors operate synchronously, and have perfect recall, 
i.e., operate as if they maintain a complete history of their local states. The perfect recall 
assumption is frequently made in the literature: it enables the development of protocols in 
which agents make optimal use of the information to which they are exposed, and allows 
design of the data structures that  agents must maintain to be deferred until the information 
theoretic aspects of the problem to be solved have been clarified. 

Our contributions are twofold. First, we introduce in Sections 2-4 a modification of 
the framework of [FHMV95b, FHMV95a] that  highlights certain aspects of the relationship 
between, on the one hand, the semantic model used in interpreting a knowledge based 
program, and on the other, its implementations, that  are obscured in the earlier framework. 
In particular, our modified framework facilitates the study of a certain sort of optimization 
of implementations. 

Secondly, we present two data points relating to the complexity of implementations of 
knowledge based programs with respect to the assumptions of synchrony and perfect recall. 
One is a simple and natural  example, analyzed in Section 5, that  shows that  finite state 
implementations do not in general exist, but which remains within the realm of the feasible. 
The second data point is a general result, presented in Section 6, showing that  the behaviour 
generated by knowledge based programs interpreted with respect to the perfect recall se- 
mantics may have very high (PSPACFE-complete) complexity in some (somewhat unnatural)  
finite environments. While these results are negative in spirit, they leave considerable room 
for further analysis and identification of tractable cases. 

Section 7 compares our framework to that  of [FHMV95b], and relates our results to 
others concerning the complexity of knowledge based programs. Section 8 concludes. 

2 Knowledge Based Programs 

In this section we introduce knowledge based programs and the environments in which they 
run. Our definitions are a variant of the definitions in [FHMV95a], to which the reader 
is referred for additional motivation. To illustrate the definitions, we use the following 
example at various points in the paper. 
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E x a m p l e  2.1: Consider a system in which agent 1, after waiting an arbi trary amount 
of time, sends a message to agent 2. The communication channel delivers the message 
either immediately or with a delay of one second. However, the channel may fail at 
any time, and once it has failed does not recover. Both agents monitor the channel, 
and can detect a failure as soon as it happens. If the channel fails, then if agent 2 has 
received the message it keeps a copy of the message as long as it knows that  agent 1 
knows that  it has a copy of the message. However, if it has any doubt  about  whether 
agent 1 knows that  it has a copy, it immediately discards its copy. (Question: if the 
channel fails, how long does agent 2 keep its copy? We will provide an answer in 
Section 5.)D 

The formal description of an example like the above will consist of two components: 
a set of knowledge based programs, describing the behaviour of the agents in terms of the 
relationship between their states of knowledge and their actions, and a description of the 
behaviour of the environment in which the agents operate,  which includes an account of 
how their actions affect this environment. 

To describe the agents' states of knowledge we work with the propositional multi-modai 
language for knowledge £n v generated from some set of basic propositions Prop by means of 
the usual boolean operators,  the monadic modal  operators Ki,  where i = 1 . . .  n is an agent, 
and the monadic operators Co,  where G is a set of two or more agents. Intuitively, K i p  
expresses that  agent i knows ~, and C o y  expresses that  ~ is common knowledge amongst 
the group of agents G. 

This language is interpreted in the s tandard way in a class of S5n Kripke structures 
of the form M = ( W , , ' ~ i , . . . , , ~ n , V ) ,  where W is a set of worlds, for each i = 1 . . . n  the 
accessibility relation ~i  is an equivalence relation on W, and V : W × Prop ~ {0, 1} is a 
valuation on W. If G is a group of agents then we may define the equivalence relation ~ c  
on W by u ~ c  v if there exists a sequence Uo, . . . ,  Uk of worlds such that  uo = u, Uk = v 
and for each j = 0 . . .  k - 1 there exists an agent i E G with uj "~i Uj+l. The crucial clauses 
of the t ruth  definition are given by 

1. (M, u) ~ p, where p is an atomic proposition, if V(u,  p) = 1. 

2. (M,  u) ~ K i p  if M, v ~ ~ for all worlds v with u "~i v. 

3. (M, u) ~ C o y  if M, v ~ ~ for all worlds v with u "~v v. 

We now describe the structure of knowledge based programs. For each agent i = 1 . . .  n 
let A C T i  be the set of actions that  may be performed by agent i. Similarly, let ACT~ be 
the set of actions that  may be performed by the environment in which the agents operate. 
If ae E ACTe  and ai E A C T i  for each i = 1 . . . n ,  we say that  the tuple a = ( a ~ , a l , . . . , a n )  
is a joint  action, and we write A C T  for the set of all joint actions. 
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Call a formula o f / :n  c i-subjective if it is a boolean combination of formulae of the form 
Kip. A knowledge based program for agent i is a finite statement Pg i  of the form 

case  o f  
i f  ~1 do  al 

i f  ~m d o  am 
e n d  case  

where the ~j  a re / - sub jec t ive  formulae of £n c and the aj E ACTi  are actions of agent i. 
Intuitively, a program of this form is executed by repeatedly evaluating the case s ta tement ,  
ad infinitum. At each step of the computat ion,  the agent determines which of the formulae 
~j  accurately describe its current state of knowledge. It non-deterministically executes one 
of the actions aj for which the formula ~j  is true, updates its s tate of knowledge according 
to any new input it receives, and then repeats the process. We will give a more precise 
semantics below. We will write 

c a se  o f  
i f  ~1 do  al 

i f  ~m d o  am 
else  am+l 

e n d  ca se  

for 

case  o f  

if  ~1 do  al 

i f  ~m do  a m 
if  -~(~1 V . . .  V ~,~) d o  am+l 

e n d  case  

To describe the behaviour of the  world in which agents operate,  we define an inter- 
preted environment to be a tuple of the form E = (S~, I~, P~, r, O 1 , . . . ,  On, V~) where the 
components are as follows: 

. Se is a set of states of the environment. Intuitively, states of the environment may en- 
code such information as messages in transit ,  failure of components,  etc. and possibly 
the values of certain local variables maintained by the agents. 

2. Ie is a subset of S~, representing the possible initial states of the environment.  

. Pe : Se ~ "P(ACTe) is a function, called the protocol of the environment, mapping 
states to subsets of the set ACT~ of actions performable by the environment.  Intu- 
itively, Pe(s) represents the set of actions that  may be performed by the environment 
when the system is in state s. 

. r is a function mapping joint actions a E A C T  to state transition functions r ( a )  : 
Se ~ S~. Intuitively, when the joint action a is performed in the s ta te  s, the resulting 
state of the environment is v(a)(s) .  

. For each i = 1..n, the component Oi is a function, called the observation function of 
agent i, mapping the set of states Se to some set O. If s is a global s tate then Oi(s) 
will be called the observation of agent i in the state s. 

6. Ve : S~ × Prop ~ {0, 1} is a valuation, assigning a t ru th  value V(s ,p)  in each state s 
to each atomic proposition p E Prop. 
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A run of an environment E is a finite sequence So. . .Sm of states such that  for all i = 
0 . . . m  - 1 there exists a joint action a = (ae, a l , . . . , am)  such that  si+l = v(a)(si)  and 
ae E Pe(si). In general, environments may have an infinite set of states. An environment 
is finite if its set of states is finite. We will be concerned in this paper primarily with finite 
environments. 

Our definition of environments resembles in many respects the definition of contexts in 
[FHMV95a], so we warn that  our notion is intended to capture only part  of what is meant  
by the latter term. In particular, we typically do not capture within an environment all the 
information a context would contain about the agents' local states. We will give a more 
detailed comparison in Section 7. 

E x a m p l e  2.2: We model the system described in Example 2.1 as a set of knowledge 
based programs Pgl, Pg2 and an interpreted environment 

<Se,I~,Pe, r, 01,...,O~,V~). 

Since the behaviour we wish to capture does not depend on the message contents, we 
do not mode] this. The propositions of interest are the following: 

• failed: the channel has failed, 

• sent: agent 1 has sent the message at some time in the past, and the channel did 
not simultaneously fail, 

• rcvd: agent 2 has received the message at some time in the past, 

• dlyd: the message has been sent, but is currently being delayed for one second, 
and 

• copy: agent 2 has a copy of the message. 

We may take the set of states Se of the environment to consist of tuples 

<failed, sent, rcvd, dtyd, copy) 

where the components correspond directly to the boolean variables described above. 
The valuation Ve is that  obtained from this correspondence. There is a single initial 
state, that  in which all of these variables take the value 0. 

The set of actions of agent 1 is ACT1 = {wait, send}, with the obvious interpre- 
tations. In the case of agent 2, we have the set of actions ACT2 = {wait, discard}, 
again with the obvious interpretations. The environment models the communication 
channel, so here we take ACTe  = {delay, deliver,fail}, where 

• delay represents the environment's delaying of the message if one is currently 
being sent, 

• deliver represents the environment's preparedness to immediately deliver any 
message tha t  is currently being sent, and 

• fail represents the failure of channel. 

We describe the environment 's  protocol Pe by means of a nested if s tatement.  If 
s = <failed, sent, rcvd, dlyd, copy) then 

if failed = 1 then Pe(s)= {fail}, 
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else if dlyd = 1 then Pe(s) = {deliver, fail} 

else Pe( s) = {delay, deliver,fail}, 

To describe the action interpretation function r ,  suppose we are given a joint ac- 

tion a = {ae, al, a2) and a state s = (failed, sent, rcvd, dlyd, copy). Then the re- 
sult r (a)(s)  of the agents performing the joint action a in state s is the state s' = 
(failed', sent', rcvd', dlyd', copy') obtained by letting the corresponding components of 
s and s' be equal, with the following exceptions, describing the effects of the actions: 

• if ae = fail then failed' = 1 

• if al = send and failed # 1 then 

- if ae ~ fa i l  then sent' = 1, and 

- if ae = deliver then rcvd' = 1 and copy' = 1, and 

- if ae = delay then dlyd' = 1 

• if dlyd = 1 and ae = deliver then rcvd' = 1 and copy' = 1 and dlyd' = 0 

• if a2 = discard then copy' = 0 

Finally, to describe the observations of the agents, note tha t  agent 1 is able to de- 
termine from local information whether not it has sent the message, and also detects 
failure, so if s = (failed, sent, rcvd, dlyd, copy) then Ol(S) = (failed, sent). Agent 2 
detects failure of the channel, and can determine whether it has received or discarded 
the message, so O2(s) = (failed, rcvd, copy). 

The behaviour of the agents in the system is modelled by associating with each 
agent a knowledge based program. For agent 1 we take the program 

P g l  = c a s e  o f  

i f  Kl(~fai led A --~sent) do  wait 
i f  Kl(~fai led A --~sent) do  send 
else wait 

e n d  c a s e  

That  is, if it knows tha t  the channel has not yet failed, and tha t  it has not previously 
successfully sent the message, then agent 1 may choose to either send the message or 
perform the null action wait. Otherwise the agent must wait. For agent 2, we have 
the program 

Pg2 = case o f  
i f  K2(failed A copy) A -~K2Klcopy do  discard 
e l s e  wait 

e n d  c a s e  

This completes the description of the system. [] 

3 P r o t o c o l s  

Next, we introduce the s tandard protocols which will be used as implementations of knowl- 
edge based programs, and describe the set of runs produced by executing such a protocol. 
Define a protocol for agent i to be a tuple Pi = (Si, qi, ai, #i) consisting of 
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1. a set Si of protocol states, 

2. an element qi E Si, the protocol 's initial state, 

3. a function ai : S i x  0 ~ P(ACTi) ,  such that  ai(s,  o) is a nonempty set representing 
the possible next actions that  agent i may take when it is in s tate s and is making 
observation o. 

4. a function #i : S i x  0 -+ Si, such that  #i(s,  o) represents the next protocol state the 
agent assumes after it has been in state s making observation o. 

In general, we allow the set of protocol states to be infinite, indeed that  the functions a 
and # be non-computable. A joint protocol is a tuple P = ( P 1 , . . . ,  Pn) such that  each Pi is 
a protocol of agent i. 

Intuitively, protocol states represent the memory that  agents maintain about  their se- 
quence of observations for the purpose of implementing their .knowledge based programs. 
For each run r of an environment E,  a protocol Pi determines a protocol s tate Pi(r)  for 
agent i by means of the following recursive definition. If r is a run of length one, consisting 
of an initial state of E,  then IS(r) = qi, the initial state of the protocol, ff r is the run rts, 
where r '  is a run and s is a s tate of the environment, then Pi(r) = #i(Pi(r') ,  Oi(fin(r'))), 
where f in(r')  is the final state of r'. That  is, Pi(rts) is a function of the sequence of ob- 
servations made by agent i when the environment goes through the sequence of states r'. 
In other words, Pi(r)  represents the agent's memory of its past observations in the run r, 
excluding the current observation. 

In executing a protocol, an agent's next action in a given run is selected from a set 
determined by its memory of past  observations together with its current observation. Define 
the set of actions of agent i enabled by the protocol Pi at a run r with final s ta te  s to be the 
set acti(Pi, r) = ai(Pi(r),  Oi(s)). Similarly, the set of joint actions a c t ( P ,  r) enabled at r by 
a joint protocol P contains precisely the joint actions (ae, a t , . . . ,  an) such that  a e e  P~(s~) 
and each ai E acti(Pi, r). 

We may now describe the set of runs that  result when a particular protocol is executed 
in a given environment. Given a joint protocol P and an environment E ,  we define the set 
of runs generated by P and E, to be the smallest set of runs 7~ such that  

1. for each initial state se E Ie of the environment T~ contains the run of length one 
composed just  of the state s~, and 

2. if r is a run in 7¢ with final state s, and if a • a c t ( P ,  r)  is a joint action enabled by 
P at r then the run r -  r ( a ) ( s ) i s  in TO. 

Intuitively, this is the set of runs generated when the agents incrementally maintain their 
memory using the update  functions #i, and select their next action at each step using the 
functions ai. 

4 Implementation of Knowledge Based Programs 

Clearly, in order to execute a knowledge based program according to the informal description 
above, we need some means to interpret the knowledge formulae it contains. To do so, we 
introduce a particular class of Kripke structures. 
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These structures will be obtained from a set of runs by means of a generalization of 
observations. Define a joint  view of an environment E to be a function {.} mapping runs of 
E to X n for some set X.  We write {r)i  for the i-th component of the result of applying {.} 
to the run r. Intuitively, a view captures the information available to the agents in each run. 
One particular view that  will be of central importance to us is the synchronous perfect recall 
view {.}Pr° If r is the run S l . . .  sk then this view is defined by {r}~ r = O i ( S l ) . . .  Oi(sk). That  
is, the perfect recall view provides the agent with a complete record of all the observations 
it has made in a run. The term "synchronous" here refers to the fact that  an agent may use 
this to determine the "t ime",  simply by counting the number of observations. Clearly, the 
synchronous perfect recall view captures the maximal information that  an agent may have 
in an environment,  so we place the following additional requirement on views {.}: there 
must exist a function f such that  {.) = f o {.}P~. 

Given a set 7~ of runs of environment E and a joint view {.} of E,  we may define the 
Kripke structure M(Td, { . } ) =  (W, , , q , . . . ,  "~n, Y), where 

• the set of worlds W = Td, and 

• for all r, r '  e 7~ we have r "~i r t i f f  {r) i  = {r}i ,  and 

• the valuation V :  7~ × Prop  ~ {0, 1} is defined by V ( r , p ) =  Ve(fin(r),p). 

That  is, the accessibility relations are derived from the view, and t ru th  of basic propositions 
at runs is determined from their final states according to the valuation Ve provided by the 
environment.  Intuitively, r "~i r '  if, based on the information provided by the view {.}i, the 
agent cannot distinguish between the runs r and r'. We will call M(Td, {.}) the interpreted 
system obtained from Td and {.}.t 

We may now define the set of  actions enabled by the program Pgi  at a run r off system 
M to be the set P g i ( M ,  r) consisting of all the ai such tha t  Pgi  contains a line " i f  
do  ai" where (M, r)  ~ qa. Similarly, the set of joint actions P g ( M ,  r) enabled by a joint 
knowledge based program in a run r with final state having environment component se 
contains precisely the joint actions ( a ~ , a l , . . . , a n )  such that  a~ e Pe(se) and each ai e 
P g i ( M , r ) .  

This definition leaves open the question of what  system we are to use when executing 
a knowledge based program. The answer to this is tha t  we should use a system that  is 
itseff generated by running the program. To avoid the circularity, we first consider a system 
generated by some s tandard protocol, and then state when such a system is equivalent to 
that  generated by the knowledge based program. Say tha t  a joint  protocol P implements  
a knowledge based program P g  in an environment E with respect to the jo int  view {.} if 
for all r in the set of runs 7~(P, E)  generated by P and E,  we have P g i ( M ,  r)  = P ( r ) ,  
where M = M(Td(P, E) ,  { . ) ) i s  the system obtained from 7~(P, E)  and {.). Tha t  is, the 
joint actions prescribed by the knowledge based program, when the tests for knowledge 
are interpreted according to the system M, are precisely those prescribed by the s tandard 
protocol P .  

The framework for the implementation of knowledge based programs just developed 
differs in some regards from that  of [FHMV95a]: we will make a more detailed comparison 

1Although much of the literature has dealt with Kripke structures in which the accessibility relations are 
derived from the local states appearing in runs, a semantics based on views appears already in [HM90]. 
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below. The benefit we derive from the changes is that  our approach allows us to more 
naturally investigate the inherent complexity of the behaviours generated by knowledge 
based programs, and to more cleanly characterize a certain type of optimization. 

Specifically, suppose that  P is a joint protocol implementing a knowledge based program 
Pg .  We take it that  what is most of interest about an implementation is not the particular 
set of protocol states it exploits, but the behaviour it generates. Thus, if some other protocol 
p i  has the same effects on the environment as P but uses a smaller state space or computes 
the functions al or #i more efficiently, it is reasonable to substitute the protocol pr for P .  
This type of optimization is already to be found in the literature. For example, Halpern 
and Zuck [HZ92] first derive a perfect recall implementation of a knowledge based protocol 
(a precursor of the knowledge based programs we have discussed here) but then show 
that the behaviour of this implementation may be captured by means of a finite state 
implementation. 

To formalize this, define two joint protocols P and P~ to be behaviouralty equivalent with 
respect to an environment E if they generate precisely the same set of runs by means of 
the same sets of action at each step. That  is, P and pt  are behaviouraUy equivalent when 
T~(P, E)  = "/¢(P', E),  and for all r • 7~(P, E)  we have a c t ( P ,  r ) =  ae t (P ' ,  r). 2 As with any 
account of optimization, we must identify precisely what properties of the original program 
are preserved by the optimization. The following result shows that  behavioral equivalence 
preserves the implementation relation. 

P r o p o s i t i o n  4.1: Suppose that  the joint protocols P and P~ are behaviorally equiva- 
lent with respect to an environment E, and that  P implements the knowledge based 
program P g  with respect to the view {.). Then pt  also implements P g  with respect 
to the view {.). 

In the framework of [FHMV95a] knowledge based programs, even atemporal ones, may 
have many different implementations. Our notion of implementation is more liberal than 
theirs, so this will also be the case for our definitions. However, the notion of implementation 
is better behaved when we consider implementations with respect to the synchronous perfect 
recall view. Say that  Pi is a perfect recall protocol if qi is the empty string and #i(s, o) = s- o. 
That  is, in a perfect recall protocol the agent retains its sequence of all its prior observations 
as its protocol state. 

P r o p o s i t i o n  4.2: For every environment E and joint knowledge based program Pg,  
all implementations of P g  in E with respect to {.)vr are behaviourally equivalent. 
Thus, there exists a unique 3 joint synchronous perfect recall protocol P that  imple- 
ments P g  in E with respect to {.)pr. 

Although our formulation is slightly different, this result can be viewed as a special 
case of Theorem 7.2.4 of [FHMV95b]. Intuitively, the set of runs of length one generated 
by any implementation must be the set of initial states of the environment. Because of 

2This definition is appropriate given the level of generality at which we work, but it does not capture all 
aspects of the optimizations that have been considered in the literature. For example, in message passing 
environments, one may optimize not just  the set of protocol states, but also the messages that a protocol 
exploits. 

ZStrictly, the implementation is unique only with respect to "reachable" protocol states. 
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the synchrony assumption, this set of states may be used to uniquely determine the actions 
enabled at the runs of length one in any perfect recall implementation. These actions in tu rn  
uniquely determine the set of runs of length two in any implementation. By the  synchrony 
assumption we then find that  the set of actions enabled at a run of length two in any perfect 
recall implementation is uniquely determined. This again uniquely determines the runs of 
length three, and so on. We will see an example of this incremental  construction of the 
system generated by the synchronous perfect recall implementat ion in Section 5. 

Proposition 4.2 guarantees the existence of an implementation,  the unique perfect recall 
implementation, but it is clear that  this implementation is very inefficient in its usage of 
space, since the size of the protocol states equal the length of the run. This, however, does 
not preclude the possibility that  there exists a behaviourally equivalent implementation tha t  
makes more efficient use of space resources. This brings us to the central question we s tudy 
in this paper: what is the inherent complexity of the  behaviour generated by the perfect 
recall implementation of a knowledge based program? That  is, what is the most efficient 
that  an implementation of the program with respect to the perfect recall view can be? 

The most promising answer we could hope to obtain to this question is tha t  there exists 
a .finite state implementa t ion ,  in which for each each agent i, the set of protocol states Si 
is finite, so that  the implementation consumes constant space, and both ai or jui may be 
computed in constant t ime independent of the length of the run. Before addressing the 
complexity question in its full generality, we first show by means of an example tha t  finite 
state implementations do not always exist, even for remarkably simple environments and 
programs. 

5 A N o n - F i n i t e  S ta te  E x a m p l e  

We now analyze the system M generated by the perfect recall implementation of the pro- 
grams and environment introduced in Example 2.2. It will tu rn  out tha t  there is no finite 
state protocol tha t  is behaviourally equivalent to this implementation. 

For the analysis, it is convenient to view the combination of the system and environment 
as a labelled transition diagram, in which the nodes represent states of the environment,  
and an edge from state s to state t labelled by a formula ~p represents that  if r is a run of 
M ending in state s, then rt  is also a run of M just in case (M, r )  ~ ~. 

Note first tha t  although the environment contains 32 states, not all of these are reach- 
able from the initial state by means of a sequence of joint actions. Moreover, many state 
transitions can be seen by means of a simple consideration to occur in no run of M. For 
example, consider a state s in which failed = 0. Because 0 2 ( s )  = (failed, rcvd, copy),  
we must have K2(-~failed) in any run r ending in state s. But this formula implies tha t  
K2(fai led A copy) is false, so tha t  the only action agent 2 can perform is wait. Similarly, if 
copy = 0 then agent 2's action must be wait, and agent l 's  action must be wait  if either 
failed = 1 or sent  = 1. 

Applying these considerations shows that  at most 7 states can occur. These states are 
depicted in Figure 1, and may be interpreted as follows. In states a to c, the channel has 
not yet failed, and 

• a = (failed : O, sent  : O, rcvd : O, dlyd : O, copy : 0) is the initial state, in which 
agent 1 has not yet sent the message; 
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Figure 1: A knowledge based environment 

• b = (failed : O, sent  : 1, rcvd : O, dIyd : 1, copy : 0) is the state in which agent 1 
has successfully sent the message, but  in which it is being delayed for one second. 

• c = (failed : O, sent  : 1, rcvd : 1, dIyd : O, copy : 1) is the state in which agent 2 
has received the message. 

In states d to g, the channel has failed: 

• d = (failed : 1, sent  : O, rcvd : O, dlyd : O, copy : 0) is the state in which the failure 
occurred before the message was sent (or simultaneously with a send operation), 

• e = (failed : 1, sent  : 1, rcvd : O, dlyd : O, copy : 0) is the state in which the failure 
occurred while the message was in transit ,  

• f = (failed : 1, sent  : 1, rcvd : 1, dlyd : O, copy : 1 ) is the state in which the failure 
occurred after the message was received, and agent 2 has not discarded its copy of the 
message 

• g = (failed : 1, sent  : 1, rcvd : 1, dlyd : O, copy : 0) is the state in which the failure 
occurred after the message was received, and agent 2 has discarded its copy of the 
message 

We have also used the considerations noted above to simplify the edge labels. For 
example, consider the transition from state f to state g, which corresponds to the joint 
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action (fail, wait, discard). It can be seen from the knowledge based programs that  this 
action is enabled at a run r ending in state f only if the formula 

--~Kl(-~failed A - sen t )  A K2(failed A copy) A -~K2 Kt  copy 

holds at that  run. By the same considerations as above, the first two of these conjuncts must 
hold at any such run. Thus the transition will be enabled just  when the formula -~K2Klcopy 
holds at the  run, and we have labelled the transition by this formula. Applying a similar 
simplification shows that  all but  one other edge ( that  from f to f )  is always enabled, in 
which case we have omitted the label true from the diagram. 

The ellipses in the figure represent the equivalence classes of states associated with the 
equivalence relations on states defined by s ~i  t if Oi(s) = Oi(t). The ellipses drawn with a 
solid line represent the observation equivalence classes for agent 1; those drawn with broken 
lines represent the equivalence classes for agent 2. It may be verified that  these classes are 
precisely those obtained from the observation functions described in Example 2.2. 

Suppose that  rs and Ct are runs of M,  where r and C are runs and s and t are states. 
Then it follows from the definition of the relation "~i that  rs ~i  Ct if and only if r "~i rt 
and s ~i  t. Thus, we may use the equivalence relations ~i  in an incremental calculation of 
the relations "~i. 

We are now in a position to describe the structure of M.  We will do so by computing 
the connected components of this structure,  i.e., the minimal sets of runs C such that  if 
r E C and r "~i C for some agent i then r t E C. Note that ,  because of synchrony, all runs 
in a connected component  of M are of the same length. Second, if r is a run in which the 
channel first fails at the k-th step, and r ~ is a run in which the channel either does not fail, 
or fails at  the m-th step for some m ~ k, then for all agents i we have r ~i  C, because 
agent i 's view records the time of failure. Thus, all runs in a connected component of M 
must also have failure occur at the same time, or not at all. 

We consider first the structure of M on runs of length n in which the channel has not 
yet failed, and derive from this the structure of M on runs containing a failure. The states 
in which a failure has not yet occurred are a, b and c. Since the transitions between these 
states are always enabled, the runs comprised of these states are strings of the form akbtc m, 
where k _> 1 and 0 < l < 1 and m > 0 are natural  numbers. It may be verified that  a single 
component  of ME contains all the runs of length n of this form, described by the sequence 

aen-1 "q  abcn-2 "~2 a2 en-2 ¢"~1 • • • 

• . .  "~2 an-2c2 ~1 an-2be '~2  a n - l e  ¢'~1 a n - l b  "~2 an 

where in addition to the relationships "~i shown explicitly we also have the derived relations 
obtained by forming the symmetric reflexive closure. (We considered this subenvironment in 
[Mey94], to which we refer the reader for a more detailed discussion of this claim.) Thus, one 
equivalence class of ,,q has states ac n-1 and abc n-2. Intuitively, in these runs agent l ' s  view 
records that  it sent the message at t ime 1, but  although agent 1 has enough information 
to know that  a failure has not yet occurred, it does not know whether the message was 
delivered immediately or delayed. 

Consider now the runs of length n + 1 in which a failure occurred at time n. Notice 
that  if we have r ~i  C for two runs r and r '  then for any extensions of these runs rs and Ct 
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we must also h.cye rs  7Q r't. Thus, to obtain the connected components of M comprised of 
runs of length n + 1 in which a failure occurs at time n, it suffices to consider extensions of 
the runs hsted above, and determine which of the above relationships are preserved under 
extension. Observing that  the failure transitions are always enabled, it may be verified that  
we obtain a single connected component comprised of runs of this form, in which the linear 
sequence above is preserved: 

acn-l  f "~'~1 abcn-2f ~2 a2cn-2f " ~ 1  " ' "  

. . . .  2 an-2c2f "~l an-2bcf ~2 a'~-lcf  ~1 an-lbe ~2 a nd 

In order to obtain the connected component containing runs of length n + 2 in which a 
failure occurs at time n, we now need to consider the satisfaction at the  above runs of the 
formulae labelling the transitions from state f .  Since ff and c are the only states satisfying 
the proposition copy, we see that  the formula KlCOpy holds at the  run a'~-2bcf and all 
runs to its left, but  not at runs to its right. Thus, the formula K2Klcopy  holds at the run 
an-2c2f and all runs to its left, but  not at runs to its right. This means that  at the run 
a'~-2c2f, and to its left, the transition from f to ff is enabled, and the transition from f to g 
is disabled. On the other hand, for the runs ending in f to the right an-2c2f, the transition 
from f to g is enabled, but  the transition from ff to f is disabled. Computing the resulting 
equivalence relations on the runs of length n + 3 extending the above, we obtain the hnear 
sequence 

acn-l  f 2 "~1 abcn-2f 2 "~2 a2cn-2f  2 " ' ~ 1  " ' "  

. . . .  2 a'~-2c2f2 ~1 an-2bcfg ~2 a n - l c f g  ~1 a n-lbe2 '~2 a nd2 

Notice that  in this structure the formula K1K2copy holds at the r u n  an-2e2f and to its 
left, but  not to its right. Continuing this argument,  we see that  the runs of length n + k in 
which a failure occurs at time n form a single connected component  of the form 

acn-l  f k "q abcn-2f k ~2 a2cn-2f  k "~1 . . .  

. . . .  1 an-m bem fm g k-m-2 ~2 art-m-2 em fmg k-m-2 e ' J 1  . . .  

. . . .  1 an-3bc2 f2 gk-2 ~2 art-2 c2 f2 g k-2 "~1 

an-2bcfg k-1 ~2 an - l c f g  k-1 ~1 an-lbe k "~2 a ndk 

where there are no runs ending in .f if k > n - 1. 

We are now in a position to answer the question raised in Example 2.1: how long does 
agent 2 keeps its copy if the channel fails? Note that  the second hne in the last sequence 
above may be understood as expressing the following: if a failure occurs m seconds after 
agent 2 receives the message, then agent 2 discards its copy precisely m seconds after the 
failure. In particular, we find that  acNf  M is a run if and only if M < N.  We note one 
important  consequence of this fact: the set of runs of E is not regular. It immediately 
follows from this that  there is no finite s tate joint protocol tha t  is behaviourally equivalent 
to the perfect recall implementation. 
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6 Complexity  

The result of the previous section indicates that  in general, we cannot expect to find finite 
state protocols that  are behaviourally equivalent to the prefect recall implementation of a 
knowledge based program. In the case of this example, a comparatively efficient imple- 
mentation is still possible, that  maintains just a single counter, thus using space O(log Irl), 
functions #i running in time O(log Irl) and functions c~i running in constant time. We now 
seek to answer the following question: just how complex an implementation is needed in 
general? 

First, we note that  a variety of ways of measuring the complexity of an implementation 
suggest themselves, depending on what we seek to compute about the implementation. 
Suppose that  P g  is a set of knowledge based programs. Let M = (7~, ~ 1 , . . . ,  an ,  V) be the 
system obtained from the perfect recall implementation of the knowledge based program 
P g  in environment E. We consider the following computational problems. 

P1. Given a run r E 7~, compute P g ( M ,  r). 

P2. Given a run r E 7~ and a formula ~ occurring in Pg ,  decide (M, r) ~ ~. 

P3. Given a run r, determine if r E T~. 

P4. Given an agent i and {r}~ r for some r e T~, compute Pg i (M,  r). (Note that  whether 
( M, r )  ~ gicp depends only upon {r)~ r, rather than upon r itself.) 

P5. Given an agent i and {r}~ r for some run r E T~, and a formula T occurring in Pg i ,  
decide (M, r) ~ ~. 

Of these problems, P1-P3 take the perspective of an external observer of the implementation, 
and measure the complexity for such an observer of a number of questions related to this 
implementation. The problems P4 and P5 measure the complexity of the implementation 
from the point of view of the agents themselves. The following result provides an upper 
bound on the complexity of all these problems. (PSPACE is the set of all computational  
problems that  can be solved by a computation using space (i.e. memory resources) no more 
1;han some polynomial of the input size.) 

T h e o r e m  6.1: For all environments E and knowledge based programs Pg ,  the prob- 
lems P1-P5 are in PSPACE. 

In particular, this result shows that  to compute the functions ai, the perfect recall 
implementation requires no more than a polynomial amount of space. (Note that  in this 
implementation the computat ion of the functions #i is trivial.) However, the following 
result indicates that  it is not possible to do with less than a polynomial amount  of space. 
(A problem is PSPACE hard if it is as least as hard as any other problem in PSPACE.) 

T h e o r e m  6.2: There exists an environment E and a joint knowledge based program 
P g  for two agents in which all knowledge tests are of the form Ki~v and ~Ki~, where 
~v contains no knowledge operators, such that  the problems P1-P5 are PSPACE hard. 
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Proof :  (Sketch) The proof is based on problem P2, together with reductions showing 
this problem is as easy as any of the five problems. The proof proceeds by simulation of 
polynomial time bounded alternating computations [CKS81], using the fact that  PSPACE 
= APTIME. Given a PTIME ATM M ,  the proof shows that  there exists a knowledge based 
program P g  and an environment E such that  if 7~ is the set of runs generated by the perfect 
recall implementation of P g  in E, then for each configuration C of the machine .A4 there 
exists a run f (C)  of length polynomial in [C] such that  f (C)  e 7~ iff .M accepts when 
started from initial configuration C. 

The simulation resembles the behaviour described in Section 5, inasmuch it consists 
of two phases. The first phase, which does not essentially involve the knowledge based 
program, constructs a connected component containing runs of the form r l#c ,  where rl is 
a run of length m encoding a configuration of an alternating Turing machine, and #c  is 
a special "configuration termination" state that  also encodes whether the configuration is 
universal or existential, and the outcome of the computation if the configuration is terminal. 
The structure of the alternating computation tree is reflected in this component by the 
relations "~1 and ~2 as follows: If r l # c  is run representing a configuration that  has a child 
in the computation tree that  is represented by the configuration r2#d, then there exists a 
run r such that  r l # c  ~'J1 r and r ~ 2  r2#d. 

The second phase of the simulation consists of certain runs of the form rl#cr  ~ extend- 
ing the runs of the first phase, where r ~ is a run of length bounded by the height of the 
computation tree. Much in the way that  the linear structure of connected components was 
preserved under extension of runs in the analysis of Section 5, these extensions preserve the 
embedding of the computation tree within the relations ,,~1,~2. At each step (increasing 
the length of the runs in the component by one) the knowledge based program is used to 
propagate information concerning acceptance from the leaves of the tree towards the root, 
one level at a time, much like the progressive flow of information discussed in Section 5. 
If r l#c is a run representing the initial configuration C of the computation, the decision 
about acceptance of the computation tree is finally reflected in the final state of a run of 
the form r l#cr  t where the length of r ~ is twice the height of the computation tree starting 
at configuration rl#c.  Thus, we take f (C)  = rl#crt.D 

This result shows that  the PSPACE upper bound to be tight for certain combinations of 
environment and knowledge based program. The amount of time required by PSPACE hard 
problems is not known, but is widely believed to be non-polynomial: all known approaches 
to the solution of PSPACE hard problems require exponential time. Thus, Theorem 6.2 
indicates that  we cannot always expect to find efficient implementations with respect to the 
perfect recall view. 

The problem P2 is a special case of the more general problem of model checking a 
formula ~p at a run r in a given system M, i.e., determining (M, r) ~ ~p. It is instructive 
to compare Theorem 6.2 with the  results in [Mey94] on the complexity of model checking 
when M is the system obtained from the set of all runs of an environment E and the 
view {.}pr. In this case, if ~ is an arbitrary formula in £:~ then model checking is also in 
PSPACE. However, for fixed formulae ~ containing the operators Ki, but not the operators 
CG, the set {{r}pr ] (M, r) ~ ~p) is a regular set, so such formulae may be model checked 
very efficiently. Thus, we find that  compared to the system containing all runs of the 
environment, the systems generated by implementations of knowledge based programs with 
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respect to the perfect recall view do not increase the complexity of model checking for 
arbitrary formulae in £cn, but they do increase the complexity of model checking formulae 
containing only knowledge operators.  This is the case even when the knowledge based 
program contains only tests for a single level of knowledge. 

We have focussed above on the complexity of the perfect recall implementation, but 
our results place immediate limitations on all other implementations. The perfect recall 
implementation is space inefficient, but allows rapid calculation of the update functions #i. 
Alternate implementations afford the opportunity to make trade offs between the size of the 
protocol states and the complexity of the functions #i and ai. While little is known about 
the limitations of such tradeoffs, we do obtain the following corollary of Theorem 6.2. 

C o r o l l a r y  6.3: There exists an environment E and a knowledge based program P g  
and an agent i such tha t  for all implementations P of P g  in E with respect to the 
perfect recall view, there exists a constant e > 0 such that  the size of the state Pi(r) 
is infinitely often greater than  It[% 

Thus, there are strict limits on the ability of al ternate implementations to reduce the 
amount of memory  they must  maintain. 

7 Comparison 

We now explain how our notion of an implementation of a knowledge based program dif- 
fers from that  of [FHMV95b], and relate our results to other work on the complexity of 
knowledge based programs. 

The relationship between the framework of the present paper and that  of [FHMV95b] is 
open to varying interpretations,  but we will sketch here what seems to be the most natural  
mapping of our framework to theirs. We note that  in a number of cases the two frameworks 
use the same terminology with different meanings (e.g. "runs", "protocols") so the following 
should be understood as an a t t empt  to explicate their framework using the meaning of the 
terms from the present paper, rather  than  a precise translation. 

One obvious difference is tha t  instead of dealing with environments, [FHMV95b] define 
a notion of context. Under the proposed mapping, a context corresponds to our notion 
of environment packaged together  with, for each agent i, a set of local protocol states Si, 
the initial protocol state qi, and the protocol state update  function #i from some protocol 
(Si, qi, ai, #i). When combined with the tuple ( a l , . . . ,  an), which we will call a joint action 
determination function, a context determines a particular set of runs, in exactly the same 
way as an environment together  with a protocol generates a set of runs. 4 Together with a 
view, this set of runs determines (in a way to be described below) a Kripke structure, which 
may be used to determine the actions enabled by the knowledge based program at a given 
run. Then, whereas we define joint protocols to be implementations of a knowledge based 
program with respect to an environment, they essentially define a joint action determination 
function ( a l , . . . ,  an) to be an implementation of a knowledge based program with respect 
to a context. Thus, we may characterize one difference to be tha t  our definition models the 

4Strictly, our notion of run corresponds to their notion of point: we are able to avoid consideration of 
infinite runs because we do not deal with temporal formulae. 
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boundary between the "environment" and the "implementation" in such a way as to allow 
for a more liberal notion of implementation. In this respect, the difference between the two 
approaches amounts to a difference in modelling style. 

However, our approach appears to be more general in certain other respects. Note 
that  a joint protocol P for an environment E naturally generates a view (.}P, defined by 
(r) i  P = (Pi(r),Oi(s)).  That  is, according to (.}P an agent's view in a given run consists 
of its protocol state (representing the agent's memory of past observations) together with 
its current observation. The perfect recall view may be obtained as a special case of this 
construction: it is readily seen that  if P is a perfect recall protocol then ( . )P  is equivalent 
to the perfect recall view. 

Note that  under the proposed correspondence, the notion of context of [FHMV95b] 
contains the initial protocol states qi and update functions #i necessary to define the view 
(.}P. We believe that  in a run r the view (r}i P is the most natural correspondent for the 
local state of the agent i, that  they use to determine the accessibility relations. If so, whereas 
we have defined implementations with respect to an arbitrary view, their framework allows 
only implementations with respect to the view {.}P. In other words, their approach derives 
the view from the protocol states in the implementation. 

Now, Proposition 4.1 does not hold for the framework of [FHMV95b] under these as- 
sumptions. That  is, if the joint protocols P and P~ are behaviourally equivalent with respect 
to an environment E, and P implements the knowledge based program P g  with respect to 
the view {.}P, then it is not necessarily the case that  pr implements P g  with respect to 
the view {.}P'. 

Example 7.1: Consider for Example 2.2 the joint protocol P~ which for agent 2 is the 
perfect recall implementation, but for agent i has exactly one state. Noting that  agent 
l 's  observations contain the variables sent, failed, this protocol ignores the protocol 
state, and performs a send or a wait if these variables are both false, and a wait 
otherwise. It is easy to see that  this is an implementation of P g  with respect to the 
perfect recall view, and 7~ = 7~(P ~, E)  is exactly the set of runs of the perfect recall 
implementation. However, in the system obtained from 7~ and (.}P' ,  the formula 
Klcopy is false at all runs, hence so is K2Klcopy.  Thus, agent 2 should discard the 
copy immediately upon receipt, not after waiting a certain period. This shows that  
P~ is not an implementation of P g  with respect to the view (.}P'.  

Thus, at least under the proposed correspondence, the framework in [FHMV95b] does 
not naturally model the type of optimization we have studied in this paper. On the other 
hand, it appears that  some of the optimizations of implementations with respect to the 
perfect recall view considered in the literature in fact are implementations of the original 
knowledge based program both with respect to the perfect recall view and with respect 
to the view generated by the optimization, s We feel that  the nature of optimizations of 
implementations of knowledge based programs needs further study, and that  this would 
lead to a clearer understanding of precisely what is being specified by a knowledge based 
program. 

Let us now briefly comment on two other papers [FHMV95a, Var] that  concern the 
complexity of problems related to the implementation of knowledge based programs. Both 

5Apparently, the optimization in [DM90] has this property, but the optimization in [I-IZ92] does not. 
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papers deal with .finite contexts. Under the correspondence sketched above, this means that  
they deal also with finite state environments. However, while we consider implementations 
with respect to the perfect recall view, which takes an infinite number of values, they 
deal with implementations with respect to views that  take only a finite number of values. 
Moreover, as noted above, their notion of implementation identifies the view with that  
derived from the implementation. The problems they consider are also orthogonal to ours. 
While the perfect recall view guarantees the existence and uniqueness (up to behavioural 
equivalence) of an implementation, but leaves the complexity of implementations as an 
issue, in finite state contexts the complexity of implementations is trivial, but the existence 
and uniqueness of implementations remains at issue, as is the question of whether a given 
protocol is an implementation. It is these problems that  are addressed in [FHMV95a, Var]. 

8 C o n c l u s i o n  

Theorem 6.2 indicates that ,  in general, we cannot expect to obtain efficient implementations 
of knowledge based programs with respect to the synchronous perfect recall view. This 
interpretation needs to be made cautiously, however, since the environment used in the 
proof is somewhat unnatural.  Note that  this result does not state that  the perfect recall 
view yields complex implementations in all environments. In the light of our analysis of 
Example 2.1, it is plausible that  tractable (if not finite state) implementations may still be 
available with respect to many environments of practical interest. We believe that  there is 
a great deal of middle ground to be explored here. 

If it does turn out that  the complexity of perfect recall implementations persists for 
programs and environments of practical interest, then one must compromise, and seek 
implementations that  use less information. How best to pursue such compromises remains 
a relatively unexplored topic. 

Finally, while the framework we have developed has enabled us to model a certain sort of 
optimization, it may be that  we have generalized too far. Arguably, Example 7.1 is artificial. 
Note that  in Pg ,  agent 2 acts on the basis of information about agent l ' s  knowledge about 
the proposition copy, but agent l 's  behaviour is completely independent of this proposition. 
It may be that  most "reasonable" knowledge based programs have the property that  all 
implementations are in fact implementations with respect to their own view. It seems that  
further work in this area is required, and that  the methodology of knowledge based design 
of protocols still needs further elucidation. 
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